Cybersecurity Services
A good security plan should detect,
identify, respond, protect and recover

SOLUTION BRIEF

Our Cybersecurity Offerings

Service at a Glance
Our cybersecurity services helps establish
a multi-layered security practice to protect
against the many threat tactics targeting
your organization. We specialize in helping
mid-market organizations develop and/or
run a security program that is appropriately
sized, comprehensive and tested while
being unique to your business.

Businesses large and small are targets
despite the belief that their data is too
invaluable. How long can your business
run without its applications, data or email?
Organizations suffering security incidents in the
last year1
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Consulting

Training
Your employees are your most vulnerable security threat. Keep them up-todate on social engineering threats and best practices to avoid them.

vCISO
Do you have the budget for a full-time security executive but could use the
guidance? Leverage our experience and expertise to achieve enterprise
level security.
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Understand your security posture with a comprehensive assessment of
your IT environment. Meet industry and government requirements.

From policies and procedures to architecture and design, our security
experts can help.

Cybersecurity Threats
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Assessment
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Technology
We partner with a range of leading security technology providers and can
help you understand which IT security product is best for your business.
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Recovering from an attack is as important as protecting against one, but
it can be complex and expensive. We can help by creating and running
actionable, cost effective recovery and archive plans.

VIRTUAL CISO

Why Xigent?
Result Driven IT

Xigent is committed to delivering greater business outcomes through IT excellence. We partner with you holistically, engaging
as your local IT provider on a strategic and tactical level to help you succeed. At our core, we are:

Outcome Focused
We help elevate IT to what it really should be—a critical component of your business success. Our team of experts work with
you to take your IT projects to the next level by achieving goals and developing solutions to transform your organization. At
Xigent, we don’t sell boxes, we solve.

Process Driven
We leverage best-practice standards and a proven process that produces consistent results and establishes a Result Driven
IT approach within your organization. At every step, we define success as more than properly functioning technology, we take
pride in creating IT solutions that tie to desired business outcomes and capture the buy-in and approval of key players within
your organization.

Intentionally Designed
We value right-fit relationships and client service in everything we do. That’s why we specialize in IT services and solutions for
mid to large organizations with a focus on the Midwest and Plains states.

Harness the Power of Result
Driven IT for Your Organization
At Xigent, we use our comprehensive methodology
to drive greater tactical and strategic business
outcomes for your organization though technology
sourcing, asset and maintenance management,
managed services, and security, network and data
center solutions.
Visit www.xigentsolutions.com to see our complete
portfolio of services and products.
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